With AI-based optimization software learning and automatically adapting to the way you work, wherever you work, there is nothing holding you back.

**TECHNOLOGY THAT ADAPTS AS FAST AS YOU DO.**

Work better from anywhere on intelligent business PCs with Dell Optimizer and accessories built for remote productivity.

**DELL OPTIMIZER**

- **ExpressResponse** | Improves app performance
- **ExpressSign-in® |** Wakes up system with PC proximity sensor
- **ExpressCharge** | Extends battery run time and charges up to 80% in 1 hour

**Intelligent Audio** | Adjusts audio performance and reduces background noise

**ExpressConnect** | Provides a stable connection and prioritizes bandwidth for conferencing

**WORK CONFIDENTLY FROM ANYWHERE**

You and IT can stay productive when you work on intelligent business PCs with built-in AI.

**THE RIGHT TOOLS FOR ANYWHERE**

Whether working from home or at the office, have the monitors and accessories you need to stay focused, productive and clutter free.

**YOUR WORK-FROM-HOME OASIS**

- **DELL 34 VIDEO CONFERENCING CURVED MONITOR | C3422WE**
  - Transform your virtual meeting experience with a curved monitor with world class collaboration features.
- **DELL PREMIUM WIRELESS KEYBOARD AND MOUSE | KM7321W**
  - Multi-task across three devices with this premium combo featuring programmable shortcuts and super long battery life.
- **DELL PREMIER WIRELESS ANC HEADSET | WL7022**
  - Collaborate easily on this Teams Certified headset with active noise cancelling and a smart sensor that automatically mutes and unmutes your call.
- **DELL PREMIER BACKPACK 15 | PE1520P**
  - Move quickly through TSA security checkpoints without removing your laptop. The EVA foam cushioning provides impact resistance to protect your work essentials.
- **DELL USB-C MOBILE ADAPTER | DA310**
  - Experience superb video, data connectivity and up to 90W power pass-through on this compact, portable 7-in-1 USB-C mobile adapter.
- **DELL PREMIUM ACTIVE PEN | PN579X**
  - Easily take notes and stay organized whether in meetings or on the go.
- **DELL ECOLOOP LEATHER SLEEVE 14 | PE1422VL**
  - Protect your laptop with this sleek and stylish leather sleeve made with 50% recycled content materials.

**MOBILITY MADE EFFORTLESS**

- **DELL PREMIER BACKPACK 15 | PE1520P**
  - Move quickly through TSA security checkpoints without removing your laptop. The EVA foam cushioning provides impact resistance to protect your work essentials.
- **DELL USB-C MOBILE ADAPTER | DA310**
  - Experience superb video, data connectivity and up to 90W power pass-through on this compact, portable 7-in-1 USB-C mobile adapter.

**Intelligent PCs with Intel vPro® platform.**

Learn more at DellTechnologies.com/Optimizer

Intelligent PCs with Intel vPro® partners.

**LATITUDE 9420**
- Work wherever you are

**PRECISION 5760**
- Create wherever you are

**OPTIPLEX 7090 ULTRA**
- Reliability wherever you are

DELL OPTIMIZER®
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